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Abstract1

High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy (HR-SEM) is nowadays very popular for2

different applications in different fields. However, SEM images, may exhibit a considerable3

amount of imaging artifacts, which induce significant errors if the images are used to4

measure geometrical or kinematical fields. This error is most pronounced in case of full5

field deformation measurements, such as Digital Image Correlation (DIC). One family6

of SEM artifacts result from positioning errors of the scanning electron beam, creating7

artifactual shifts in the images perpendicular to the scan lines (scan line shifts). This8

leads to localized distortions in the displacement fields obtained from such images. This9

type of artifacts is here corrected using global DIC (GDIC). A novel GDIC framework,10

considering the nonlinear influence of artifacts in the imaging system, is introduced. Using11

an enriched regularization in the global DIC scheme, based on an error function, the line12

shift artifacts are captured and eliminated. The proposed methodology is demonstrated13

in virtually generated and deformed images as well as real SEM micrographs. The results14

confirm the proper detection and elimination of this type of SEM artifacts.15

Keywords: Scanning electron microscopy, Imaging artifacts, Artifact correction, Line16

shift artifact, Microscopy measurements, Global digital image correlation.17

1 Introduction18

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has proven itself to be one of the most powerful mi-19

croscopy methods available. It offers a high spatial resolution (e.g. compared to light mi-20
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croscopy) and relative ease of use (e.g. with respect to transmission electron microscopy).21

Besides qualitative studies based on SEM images of different materials, quantitative in-22

formation can be extracted from them as well. Examples of quantitative measurements23

of in-plane geometrical properties may be found in different fields, such as nanocompos-24

ites (Kang et al., 2012; Brodusch et al., 2015), micro residual stress measurements (Lord25

et al., 2010) , biomedical engineering (Bellani et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2016) and microscopy26

methods (Mussa et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2014). Comparative studies between more than27

one image introduces another level of quantitative analysis on SEM images. Advanced28

quantitative measurements go as far as full field displacement measurements based on29

digital image correlation (DIC) using SEM images in experimental micromechanics (Sut-30

ton et al., 2009; Sutton and Hild, 2015; McCormick and Lord, 2010). However, using31

SEM images for a quantitative geometrical measurement becomes problematic if several32

complicated imaging artifacts occur (Postek and Vladár, 2013; Postek et al., 2013). These33

artifacts result in distortions in the image, leading to errors in measurement of the under-34

lying geometrical or kinematical fields. Such distortions induce artifactual deformations35

and strains in DIC measurements, constituting significant errors if ignored. Due to the36

sensitivity of full field displacement measurements to these errors, caused by artifactual37

displacement fields, the DIC community is very concerned with the treatment of such38

imaging artifacts.39

The SEM imaging artifacts can be categorized into three types (Sutton et al., 2009).40

The first type is non-random, time-independent spatial distortion, which is similar to41

distortions observed in optical systems. A number of papers propose different methods42
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for dealing with this type of artifact (Sutton et al., 2006, 2007a; Guery et al., 2014). The43

second category is non-random, time-dependent distortion (referred to as drift), which44

triggers stretch/compression or shear distortions in image. This is a direct result of the45

scanning involved in the SEM imaging process (Postek et al., 2014). Different methods46

for correcting this artifact are proposed in the literature for SEM images (Sutton et al.,47

2006, 2007a; Cizmar et al., 2011; Schajer et al., 2013) and other microscopy methods48

involving a similar scanning process (Meyer et al., 2014; Ophus et al., 2016). The third49

type is a random, time-dependent distortion which is due to positioning errors of the50

electron beam during scanning referred to as “scan line shifts”. Lagattu et al. (2006)51

reported the presence of such artifacts, in the form of local peaks parallel to the scan lines52

in strain maps of SEM-DIC. Sutton et al. (2007b) conducted an extensive study on this53

artifact, which induces jumps in the displacement maps obtained by DIC. The effect of54

scanning parameters in four SEMs from different manufacturers is studied in their work.55

Integrating a collection of images is a solution proposed to limit the influence of the shifts.56

Integration of eight images removed the artifact to a good extent, for shifts upto one pixel.57

The scan line shift artifact has been studied far less than the other types. Hence, there is58

a still a need for a robust method to deal with this type of artifact. This paper proposes59

a systematic method to resolve the scan line shift artifact for SEM images, applicable to60

any imaging technique involving a scanning process.61

Let’s consider the scan line shift artifact in more detail. Figure 1 exhibits a clear62

scan line shift in an SEM image. On the left in figure 1(a) an SEM image of a dual63

phase steel with a field of view of 30µm is presented. On the right, a zoomed view of the64
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same image is compared to the zoomed view of another SEM image, scanned immediately65

after the first one (showing the same region). No mechanical displacement was applied66

to the specimen between the two consecutive scans. The left image contains a line shift67

which is an artifact of the scanning process. This shift is highlighted in Figure 1(a) by68

the indicators showing the lower half of the feature moving downwards in the zoomed69

image on the right. Figure 1(b) shows the displacement in the vertical direction found by70

standard local DIC between the two aforementioned SEM images. Two distinct jumps in71

the displacement field, one positive and one negative, are visible, occurring at certain y72

values and constant for all x values (y is the vertical coordinate perpendicular to scanning73

direction, and x is the horizontal scanning direction).74

The occurrence of scan line shifts originates from the SEM imaging process. An SEM75

image is generated by scanning an electron beam point by point on the surface of the spec-76

imen and gathering the electrons that are emitted from the surface, due to the interaction77

of the electron beam and the specimen, by different sensors. Since the positioning of the78

beam during the scanning cannot be controlled by a closed loop, positioning errors are79

inevitable. This error is a high frequency phenomenon if occurring between pixels in the80

same row in an image, thus contributing to the noise. However, if such a positioning error81

occurs between two consequent scanning lines, a low frequency phenomenon, it becomes82

detectable as a shift in the image, e.g. see in figure 1(b). The repositioning of the electron83

beam in the direction perpendicular to the scanning direction is done once per scan line.84

Hence, an error in this direction persists until the end of that scan line and subsequently85

propagates to the next line. This type of artifact therefore reveals an artificial band of86
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localized distortion along the scanning direction in the image.87

The aim of the current work is to develop a framework to deal with the scan line shifts88

in SEM images using a systematic approach. This enables: (i) direct removal of shifts89

from images, (ii) integration with other methods available in the literature, for correction90

of drift and spatial distortion artifacts, (iii) future extension of the method to a general91

framework dealing with all types of SEM artifacts. To this end, global digital image92

correlation (GDIC) is used in a general framework in order to deal with the scan line shift93

artifact.94

In GDIC the deformation field relating two subsequent images is directly determined95

in the whole region of interest of the images. This is done by prior knowledge on the96

kinematics characterizing the deformation, i.e. regularizing the displacement field. Using97

a proper regularization of the displacement field it is possible to identify and correct the98

scan line shift artifacts in SEM images. Using a smooth step function, e.g. error function,99

for each shift that is occurring in each of the images, the required artifactual displacement100

to be used for correcting the images can be determined.101

In order to achieve the aim mentioned above, the GDIC formulation is modified102

for incorporating imaging artifacts (section 2.2). The new formulation is included in103

a proper procedure for accurately detecting and removing scan line shifts (section 2.4).104

The methodology is applied to different virtual experiments to asses the effectiveness,105

accuracy and convergence behavior of the extended GDIC algorithm (section 3). Finally106

the method is applied to real SEM images for two cases, one with mechanical deformation107

and one without (section 4).108
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Figure 1: Example of line shift artifact in the scanning process; (a) An SEM image

at high magnification of a dual phase steel specimen and a zoom of a microstructural

feature in two consecutive scans reveals the shift in shortening the feature on the right;

(b) displacement in the vertical direction found by local DIC exhibiting two clear jumps
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2 Method109

2.1 Brief review of conventional GDIC110

The algorithm used in GDIC is based on the conservation of gray scale values as:111

r(x, a) = f(x)− g ◦ φ(x, a) = f(x)− g (φ(x, a)) ; φ(x, a) = x + u(x, a) (1)

where the residual is the difference between gray values in the reference image f , at112

original position x, and the deformed image g at deformed position φ(x). The mapping113

function φ implicitly defines the displacement field u(x). Notational convention of Neggers114

et al. (2016) are used, where the operator ◦ shows the composition of two functions.115

The mapping function is defined by a set of degrees of freedom (dofs) stored in the116

column matrix a = [a1, a2, . . . , an]T . Due to noise in the images and the inaccuracy of117

the regularization used in φ(x, a), the grey scale conservation leads to a non-zero residual118

field. This residual field is minimized with respect to a using a least squares approach. As119

explained in detail in Neggers et al. (2016), this results in a nonlinear system of equations120

which is linearized to yield an iterative Newton-Raphson scheme for updating the dofs,121

δa at each iteration:122

Mδa = b (2)

Each element of M and b in equation (2) are defined as:123

Mij =

∫
Ω

Li(x)Lj(x)dx (3)

124

bi =

∫
Ω

r(x, a)Li(x)dx (4)
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where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n (with n the number of degrees of freedom) and Ω is the domain125

over which the problem is solved i.e. the region of interest in the images. Note that the126

matrix M results from the Hessian matrix of a full-Newton method after neglecting two127

higher order terms, see Neggers et al. (2016). The matrix Li, in equations (3) and (4)128

reads:129

Li(x) = ∇(g ◦ φ(x)).
∂φ(x, a)

∂ai
(5)

Li is made of the inner product of ∇(g ◦ φ(x)), the gradient of the deformed image130

assessed at position φ(x), and ∂φ(x,a)
∂ai

, the sensitivity functions for each degree of freedom.131

The image gradient can be computed in different ways, affecting the resulting convergence132

behavior. Neggers et al. (2016) investigated the choice of the image gradient thoroughly.133

If the mapping function is linearly dependent on the degrees of freedom, the sensitivity134

functions can be taken as basis functions of the displacement field. This is often the case,135

though not always.136

2.2 New GDIC formulation for imaging artifacts137

As discussed in the introduction, if SEM images are used for DIC or any other quantitative

measurement, the imaging artifacts should be corrected for, to avoid significant errors in

the results. Global DIC can be used to eliminate SEM imaging artifacts in a systematic

way. However, note that the imaging artifacts may be present in both the reference image

f and the deformed one, g. Figure 2(a) shows the sequential mechanical and artifactual

mappings, where F is the reference pattern free of artifacts, G is the true deformed pattern

(also free of artifacts) and f and g are undeformed and deformed images, respectively.
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Figure 2(b) depicts the true, artifact-free reference pattern and the position vector of

a specific material point, x. In order to identify the corresponding gray scale value in

image f , the position vector has to be corrected through the mapping function φf (x)

representing the artifacts in the reference image. The mapping function φf (x) represents

the position where the electron beam landed on the specimen’s surface instead of x while

scanning image f . This is illustrated in Figure 2(c). The same material point in x

is mapped into a new true position by the deformation map φm(x) = x + u(x). The

deformed pattern G thus obtained is subsequently imaged, and thus also possibly affected

by artifacts, which are characterized by φg(x). The composition of these two mapping

functions in image g incorporates both the mechanical deformation and the correction

needed for the imaging artifacts. The extended residual in gray scale conservation now

reads:

r(x) = f(φf (x, a))− g(φg(φm(x, a))) (6)

= f ◦ φf (x, a)− g ◦ φg ◦ φm(x, a)

Note that in here, a represents the dofs of all the mapping functions as a vector.138

Evidently, each mapping function depends only on the degrees of freedom associated with139

it. However to avoid confusing notations, the complete vector of dofs, i.e. a, is used140

everywhere. Starting from this extended definition of the residual field (6), the solution141

procedure can be established, providing the same equations(2), (3) and (4), yet with a142

different definition for Li(x):143

Li(x) = −Lf
i (x) + Lg

i (x) + Lm
i (x) (7)
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pattern

Reference
image

Deformed
pattern

Deformed
image
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Figure 2: Non linear mapping functions of artifacts and mechanical deformation in both

reference and deformed images: (a) Order in which the mapping functions apply, (b)

reference (true) specimen’s pattern F, (c) mapped position for x in image f including

artifact distortions, and (d) mapped position for the displaced x in image g based on

mechanical deformation and artifact distortions
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where Lf
i (x), Lg

i (x) and Lm
i (x) are defined as:144

Lf
i =

(
∇f ◦ φf

)
.
∂φf

∂ai
(8)

145

Lg
i =

(
∇g ◦ φg ◦ φm

)
.

(
∂φg

∂ai
◦ φm

)
(9)

146

Lm
i =

(
∇g ◦ φg ◦ φm

)
.
(
∇φg ◦ φm

)
.
∂φm

∂ai
(10)

The present paper focuses on the scan line shift artifacts. This requires a proper147

definition of the artifact mapping functions, capturing the scan line shifts mathematically.148

Note that the proposed framework can also be used to incorporate two other types of149

SEM imaging artifacts, i.e. drift and spatial distortion, if proper sensitivity functions are150

included in the artifact mapping functions. This enables to determine the mechanical151

deformation field corrected for any artifacts. By focusing on the scan line shift artifacts152

only, the influence of drift and spatial distortion is not eliminated, revealing how to153

exclusively detect a shift artifact. When the shifts are detected properly, the procedure154

introduced in the work by Sutton et al. (2007a) can be used to correct for drift and spatial155

distortion. Note that in here the drift and distortion are not captured in an absolute sense,156

since it is sufficient to only capture the difference between the two images.157

2.3 The new GDIC formulation for the scan line shift artifact158

In order to define a proper mapping function to describe the scan line shift artifacts, the159

underlying cause of the artifact and the trace it leaves in the images should be better160

understood. Figure 3 illustrates the mispositioning of the electron beam and the cor-161

responding image resulting from it. On the left side of figure 3(a) the horizontal lines162
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The Pattern The Image

The Pattern The Image

Figure 3: Gradual mispositioning of scanned points (left) and its effect on the registered

image (right), resulting in artifactual localized (a) tension and (b) compression. On the

pattern, the grey lines are presumed scanning lines while the dots are the actual scanned

positions. In the image, the dots define the pixels. The blue color represents no positioning

error while the gradual change to brown alignes with the gradual change of the error to

it’s maximum (one pixel in this case). The curves, on the other hand, show the gradual

change of the mispositioning as reflected in the image.
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represent the scanning lines if no positioning error would occur. The circles represent the163

actual positions where the intensities of pixels are registered. In this sketch, a gradual164

increase of misposition from zero to one pixel occurs in four scan lines. In the image on165

the right however, the measured intensity is attributed to the presumed pixel position.166

This results in an artificial localized stretching of the pattern in the image. A localized167

compression results in the opposite case, in which the actual scan lines have a larger168

spacing than the presumed ones, as depicted in figure 3. In fact, in real SEM images the169

shift is not necessarily occurring just between two scan lines, but it can have a width of170

a few scan line spacings. The same mispositioning depicted in figure 3 can also occur in171

the scanning direction (x direction), leading an artificial shear distortion in the images.172

Based on the description above, the scan line shifts are efficiently described, by map-173

ping functions based on the error function, as:174

φf (x) = x +
1

2
(Axex + Ayey)

(
1 + erf

(
3
√

2(y − y0)

w

))
(11)

where:175

erf(z) =
1√
π

∫ z

0

e−t
3

dt (12)

The degrees of freedom are Ax, Ay, y0 and w, i.e. the amplitudes in x and y direction,176

the position and the width of the scan line shift, respectively. Here subscript f indicates177

that the mapping function belongs to the artifacts present in the reference image, while178

g for subscript would mean the mapping for artifacts in the deformed image. Figure 4179

shows the graphical representation of this mapping function in 1D.180
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Figure 4: 1D representation of the error function as the mapping function fro the scan

line shift artifact, defined by four degrees of freedom, i.e. Ax, Ay (for the 2D case), x0

and w

2.4 Detection and correction of the scan line shifts181

In order to solve the nonlinear least squares problem in global DIC, it is common to182

use a Newton-Raphson scheme, whereby the robustness depends on the initial guess of183

the degrees of freedom. This initial guess is particularly important for the position of the184

shift due to the small support of the corresponding sensitivity function. In this section the185

procedure to detect the presence of shifts in images and the subsequent steps to extract186

the degrees of freedom accurately are discussed.187

To detect possible scan line shifts in the images, a pre-correlation between two images188

is performed, using only a set of linear polynomials. The pre-correlation obviously neglects189

the existence of a scan line shift if present, which is therefore reflected in the residual field190

of the correlation. The resulting degrees of freedom defining the deformation field allow191
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the polynomial to match the displacements on both sides of the shift in an average sense.192

This results in a a strong gradient in the residual in the direction perpendicular to the193

scan lines. This pronounced spatial variation in the residual field of a single correlation194

indicates how many shifts are present in the correlated pair of images. Moreover, it195

provides a good initial guess of the position of each shift, even though it cannot reveal to196

which image each scan line shift belongs.197

In order to be able to allocate each scan line shift to its corresponding image, the198

pre-correlation should be performed between all possible pairs of a set of at least three199

images. This means three separate pre-correlations on three images of the same area of the200

specimen. Figure 5 shows the row average of the residual fields for three pre-correlations201

between images 1-2, 2-3 and 1-3, in blue, orange and green, respectively. The horizontal202

axis is the y-coordinate of each row, along the direction perpendicular to the scan lines. A203

high gradient in the residual field that occurs in the same position in two pre-correlations204

represents a scan line shift that exists in the image that is present in both pre-correlations.205

Thus by comparing the average residual of three pre-correlations all scan line shifts in the206

images can be allocated to their corresponding images.207

When the shift positions are approximated for each image through the pre-correlations,208

the artifact mapping functions, i.e. φf and φg, can be assigned for the final correlation209

between two images. The resulting initial guess for the position is accurate in the range of210

±10 pixels. It will be shown in the next section that this accuracy is sufficient to guarantee211

convergence. The correlation is next performed in two steps. In the first step, the width212

is fixed to a large value (e.g. 20 pixels) for each shift and only the amplitudes in x and y213
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Figure 5: Row average of the residual fields of 3 pre-correlations between three typical

SEM images (1,2 and 3) providing the initial guess for the vertical position of the shifts.

direction and the position of the shifts are taken as degrees of freedom. The second step214

is carried out with all four degrees of freedom, using the results of the previous step as215

initial guesses. Fixing a large width in the first step causes the support of the sensitivity216

map related to the position degree of freedom to be large. This relaxes the dependence217

on the line shift position’s initial guess and thus improves robustness. This point will be218

discussed in more detail in the following section.219

Note that all sensitivity functions corresponding to the scan line shift depend on the220

degrees of freedom, which is due to the nonlinear relation between the mapping function221

and the degrees of freedom, as in equation (11) and (12). This necessitates updating the222

sensitivity maps and the corresponding part of the M matrix in each iteration.223
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3 Validation of the method224

The effectiveness and the accuracy of the method explained in the previous section is next225

assessed through virtual experiments. A number of speckle pattern images are created,226

on which known distortions associated with the scan line shift artifact are applied. The227

resulting displacement fields are computed from the images using the GDIC approach228

presented in the previous section. The error in the correlated displacement field is ob-229

tained by comparing the computed field with the exact field used in the generation of230

the deformed/distorted images. The generation of these images may not introduce any231

errors in the virtual displacement field in the images, which would induce an uncorrelated232

contribution in the GDIC method. One of the most common sources of error is the error233

related to the gray scale interpolation, i.e. bias error (Sutton et al., 2009). The bias234

error is inevitable in the correlation process. When generating virtual images the same235

interpolation errors may occur. For this reason discrete interpolation is avoided in the236

generation process by defining the images as continuous mathematical functions. This237

function was based on a random distribution of a number of circular Gaussian peaks:238

F (x, y) =
∑
i

ae

(
− 1

2

(
(x−µix)

2

σ2x
+

(y−µiy)
2

σ2y

))
(13)

where a is the amplitude of each peak, µx and µy are the coordinates of each peak (chosen239

randomly), and σx and σy are standard deviations in x and y direction respectively. The240

standard deviations, taken equal here, define the width of each peak (speckle pattern).241

The image is made with two layers of Gaussian peaks corresponding to two different242

speckle sizes. The virtual pattern, F represents the physical pattern on the specimen in a243
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real experiment. Both images f and g are generated from F . In the virtual experiments,244

the reference image f is considered free of artifacts and is therefore exactly equal to245

the rasterized version of F , with the addition of Gaussian noise only. The deformed246

image g, is generated by mapping the pattern F based on ψ, the generation mapping247

function. The generation mapping function is the inverse of the mapping function that248

describes the deformation/distortion field that will eventually be present in image g, i.e.249

ψ (x) =
(
φg ◦ φm (x)

)−1
. Where φg is defined as in equation (11). Figure 6 shows one of250

the resulting virtual images with the effect of a smooth scan line shift on a feature in the251

pattern. Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of either 0.5, 1 or 2.5% of the dynamic252

range has been added to each image.253

The virtual experiments are performed in two stages: first, with a scan line shift254

only, and next, a scan line shift along with a set of complex deformation/distortion fields255

representing the mechanical deformation and possible other imaging artifacts.256

3.1 Virtual experiment with a scan line shift only257

A pair of virtual images is generated, one without any deformation and one with a single258

smooth scan line shift embedded inside. The shift is placed at position y = 3 pixels (origin259

of the coordinate system being at the center of the image) and has a width of 4 pixels with260

amplitudes of 1 and 2 pixels in x and y direction, respectively. The virtual images are261

then correlated using the approach proposed in section 2. In order to assess the influence262

of the initial guess, a series of correlations are performed with the same set of images,263

but with a different initial guess for the degrees of freedom of the shift. Figure 7 plots264
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Figure 6: Typical virtual image created by superposition of Gaussian functions and the

zoomed feature showing the effect of a smooth scan line shift incorporated in the deformed

image.

the average convergence success against random perturbations of a certain amplitude in265

the initial guess with respect to the exact values. Each point in the plot represents ten266

correlations for a certain perturbation in the initial guess of the degrees of freedom. A267

value of one for the average convergence success means that all the ten correlations with268

that specific perturbation amplitude have converged, while zero means that none have269

converged. The convergence criteria is based on the mean of the absolute value of change270

in the degrees of freedom, for which a tolerance of 1e−5 is adopted. The only difference271

between the different curves shown is the noise level added to the images. The standard272

deviation of the maximum level of noise implemented in the virtual images here equals273

2.5% of the dynamic range. One noise level is also shown for a direct (1 step) correlation274
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Figure 7: Average convergence success versus amplitude of the perturbation applied to the

initial guess for different values of noise in virtual experiments. 1-step correlation involves

all four degrees of freedom in a single correlation (direct correlation for amplitudes, posi-

tion and the width of shifts), where as 2-step correlation corresponds to a pre-correlation

of only amplitudes and position while keeping the width constant, followed by a second

correlation of all dofs.
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Figure 8: Iterative error evolution for virtual images containing a scan line shift only,

without noise and with 10 pixels of perturbation in initial guess (iteration 1 to 10; first

step, iteration 11 to 15: second step)

of all four dofs, in contrast to the 2 step correlation procedure described in the previous275

section. The large influence of initial guess on the 1 step correlation compared to the276

2 step correlation, justifies the use of the latter. In case of 0.5% and 1% of noise, the277

convergence success is 1 upto more than 90 pixels of perturbation in the initial guess.278

This value equals 80 pixels for a noise level of 2.5%.279

Figure 8 shows the error in all degrees of freedom of the scan line shift (amplitude in x280

and y direction, position and width) for each iteration and for both steps of the correlation.281

The error for the width is meaningful only for the second step, where it is used as a degree282

of freedom; therefore it is plotted only for the iterations related to the second step. The283
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final error is negligibly small (4.8e−4 pixel) for both amplitudes and relatively small284

(3.1e−1 pixel) for both position and width at final convergence. The higher value of error285

associated with the position and the width, compared to the amplitudes, is due to the286

fact that sub-pixel error in the evaluation of position and width influences the residual287

field only in the width of the scan line shift. In other words, a small error in degrees of288

freedom related to position and width of a line shift causes an increase in only a small289

area of the residual, while the same relative error in the amplitude of the line shift affects290

a big area of the residual. This results in the observed lower sensitivity to the width and291

position dofs.292

3.2 Virtual experiment with a complex deformation field293

A second series of image pairs is created, with a localized mechanical deformation field294

alongside the scan line shift as well as drift and spatial distortion was incorporated in the295

deformed image. Figure 9 depicts the superposition of all deformation and distortion fields296

in x and y directions. The bi-sinusoidal displacement field in x direction characterizes297

kinematic localization in the mechanical displacement field. The error function (11) is298

implemented to represent the line shift artifact. The drift artifact is taken as simple shear299

in y direction. The spatial distortion is chosen as Ud(ρ) = kdρ
3, which resembles the300

radial distortion of an optical lens (Lava et al., 2013) with ρ is the radial distance from301

the center of the image.302

The virtual images are correlated with the proposed approach. The artifact mapping303

function is regularized with the sensitivity functions for the line shifts, whereas the me-304
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Figure 9: Total displacement fields used in the virtual image of section 3.2, (a) in x

direction, (b) in y direction. The deformation field consisits of: (1) a bi-cosine distribution

of displacement in x direction representing a localized mechanical deformation field; (2)

a simple shear in y direction representing drift; (3) a 3rd order radial displacement field

representing spatial distortion artifact; (4) a single line shift, defined through the error

function (12).
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Figure 10: Iterative error evolution for virtual images with a complex deformation field

and without noise. The initial guess for the scan line shift dofs is perturbed by 10 pixels

with respect to their exact values; 15×15 bilinear quadrilateral finite elements are used to

regularize the mechanical mapping function; the line shift sensitivity functions are used

for the artifacts mapping (showing the iterations of only the second, i.e. final step of the

correlation)
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chanical mapping function is regularized by a set of FEM (imposing no global kinematic305

constrains other than continuity) basis functions in order to capture the combination of306

drift, spatial distortion and the localized mechanical deformation. Note that the intention307

of capturing these fields jointly is only to guarantee a proper detection of the shift. The308

error in the parameters of the line shift are plotted against the iteration numbers of the309

final step of the correlation in Figure 10 for a case of 15 × 15 bilinear quadrilateral ele-310

ments. The error for the amplitudes is again negligibly small (1.2e−2 pixel), whereas for311

the position and width the errors are small and in the sub-pixel range (3.2e−1 pixel). This312

demonstrates the reliability of the method, even in the presence of a complex mechanical313

deformation field and other distortion fields. Even if these complex fields are unknown,314

it is sufficient to capture them to a reasonable degree (the subpixel accuracy of DIC) to315

guarantee proper extraction of the line shift artifact.316

Figure 11 shows errors in shift parameters for different discretization of the FEM basis317

functions, i.e. 4×4, 6×6, 8×8, 12×12, 16×16, 24×24 and 32×32 bilinear quadrilateral318

elements. If the number of elements is high enough to accurately capture the underlying319

displacement fields, the extraction of the parameters of the scan line shift turns out to be320

even more accurate. A plateau in the errors is observed for a discretization of 16 × 16,321

which is most pronounced for the amplitudes.322

4 Application to real SEM images323

The method for detecting and removing scan line shift artifacts is next applied to real324

SEM images. In this section, the study is again divided in two parts. First, the case325
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Figure 11: Final error for different discretizations of the displacement field to capture

the total effect of the drift, spatial distorion and mechanical deformation in the virtual

experiment.
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(a) (b)

Figure 12: SEM images of (a) a dual phase steel specimen, and (b) a bainitic steel

specimen, taken in a FEI Quanta 600F microscope in secondary electron mode.

without any mechanical deformation is discussed, followed by a second case using SEM326

images taken during an in-situ tensile test inside an SEM chamber exhibiting mechanical327

deformation between subsequent images.328

4.1 SEM images with no mechanical deformation329

A set of three SEM images were taken of a dual phase (DP) steel specimen in an FEI330

Quanta 600F microscope in secondary electron imaging mode. The images were taken one331

after another without any deformation or translation of the specimen. The field of view332

of the captured images is about 30× 30µm, see figure 12(a). The natural pattern present333

in the images results from chemical surface etching, resulting in a surface topology that334

uncovers the microstructure of the material.335

A local digital image correlation (LDIC) between pairs of images is performed using336
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the commercial LDIC package MatchID. A subset size of 41 pixels and a step size of337

6 pixels is used for this correlation. Figure 13(a) shows the vertical displacement map338

from the LDIC. Two distinct scan line shifts can be observed, with roughly half a pixel339

amplitudes (in y direction), one in positive, and the other in negative direction.340

Next, these two images are used to correct for the observed scan line shifts using the341

proposed method. Firstly, a series of pre-correlations (using only first order polynomial342

and no enrichment for the scan line shifts) between all three images is performed to343

retrieve a reasonable initial guess for the position of the shifts and also to allocate each344

shift to its corresponding image. After the coarse detection of the shifts, the mapping345

functions of artifacts in f and g, i.e. φf and φg respectively, are assigned. A set of FEM346

basis functions consisting of 15×15 bilinear quadrilateral elements defines the mechanical347

deformation mapping function, φm. Since there is no mechanical deformation in this348

case, this mapping function only captures the difference in drift and spatial distortion349

artifacts possibly present in the images, enabling a precise detection of the scan line shift350

artifacts. The correlation is performed and both images are corrected for the scan line351

shifts, thereby effectively eliminating the shifts from the images. To assess the effectiveness352

of this methodology, LDIC, with identical settings as used for the uncorrected images,353

is performed on the corrected images. The map of the displacement in y direction is354

depicted in Figure 13(b). The two shifts are completely eliminated from the displacement355

fields. Figure 14 shows the average row values of Ux and Uy as a function of the vertical356

position of the row for the local DIC results before and after elimination of the shifts.357

In figure 14(b), both scan line shifts, of 0.55 and −0.49 pixels in y direction respectively,358
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Figure 13: Vertical displacement in a DP steel specimen before and after shift artifact

elimination. Both displacement fields are determined by LDIC.

are eliminated completely, i.e. there is no trace left of an increase or decrease of Uy after359

elimination. The x component of the shifts are eliminated with the same accuracy, as360

evidenced in figure 14(a).361

4.2 SEM images of in-situ tensile test362

A set of three SEM images is taken of a bainitic steel specimen during an in-situ tensile363

test in an FEI Quanta 600F microscope in secondary electron imaging mode. The images364

are from three subsequent deformed states of the specimen subjected to tension in the365

vertical, y direction. The field of view of the captured images is close to 25 × 25µm,366

see figure 12(b). The natural pattern in the image again results from chemical surface367

etching, resulting in a surface topology disclosing the microstructure of the material.368

LDIC between the two images is again performed using MatchID. The same settings369

used before (subset size of 41 pixels, step size of 6 pixels) are adopted for this correlation.370
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Figure 14: Average row values of displacement in (a) x and (b) y direction as a function

of the vertical position of the row, found by LDIC on SEM images of a DP steel specimen,

before and after elimination of scan line shift artifacts

.
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Figure 15(a) shows the vertical displacement map resulting from LDIC. A distinct jump371

is visible of a magnitude close to 5 pixels spanning a large width. Note that this is one372

of the extreme cases of a scan line shift artifact observed with this electron microscope in373

terms of amplitude and width, making it a valid test case for shift artifact elimination.374

The proposed procedure is applied to the three images. Since there is only a single shift375

corresponding to image g, the artifacts mapping function of the reference image, φf can be376

ignored. One shift is allocated to φg with the proper initial guess, obtained from the pre-377

correlations. A set of FEM basis functions made of 15×15 bilinear quadrilateral elements378

defines φm. In this case, the mechanical mapping function represents the mechanical379

deformation in addition to drift and spatial distortion artifacts affecting images. Again,380

the purpose is to secure a proper detection of the scan line shift artifact. The image381

g is next corrected for the scan line shift and local DIC is performed on the corrected382

image with respect to the same reference image. The corresponding vertical displacement383

map of this correlation is depicted in figure 15(b). A proper elimination of the scan384

line shift artifact is observed, despite the presence of a strong artifact and mechanical385

deformations. Note also that the shift is located close to the top edge of the image, which386

poses no problem for the methodology neither. Figure 16 reveals the row average of Ux387

and Uy for the LDIC results, before and after elimination of the scan line shift. The shift388

of 4.9 pixels amplitude in y direction is properly eliminated. The ratio of the amplitude of389

the residue of the sudden change in the displacement after elimination, to that of before390

elimination is 0.002. The elimination of the shift in the x direction is performed with the391

same level of precision, as presented in figure 16(a).392
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Figure 15: Vertical displacement in a Bainitic steel specimen before (a) and after (b)

elimination of the occurring shift artifact (displacements assessed by LDIC).

5 Conclusions393

Images taken by scanning electron microscopy exhibit artifacts that may result in con-394

siderable errors if used for determining mechanical deformation fluctuation fields by DIC.395

These artifacts can be divided into three categories: spatial distortions, drift and scan line396

shifts. This paper proposes a robust method to deal with scan line shifts, using a system-397

atic approach that does not rely on averaging of images. The nonlinear composition of the398

effect of mechanical deformation and the distortions caused by the artifacts is taken into399

account, leading to an extended global DIC framework suitable for dealing with artifacts.400

A regularization enrichment based on error functions is proposed to identify scan line shift401

artifacts and to eliminate them from the affected images.402

The method is assessed with a series of virtual experiments based on artificially gen-403

erated and deformed patterns. The influence of the initial guess of the shift parameters404
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Figure 16: Row average of displacements in (a) x and (b) y direction, obtained by LDIC

on SEM images of Bainitic steel specimen, before and after removal of scan line shift

artifacts.
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on the robustness and convergence is tested, enabling convergence even with an initial405

guess error of 80 pixels for the considered virtual test cases. The resulting amplitude of406

the shifts present an error in the order of 1e−4 and 1e−2 pixels, without or with other407

deformation fields respectively. The position and the width of the shifts are evaluated408

with sub-pixel accuracy in all virtual experiments.409

The proposed methodology is applied on two physical sets of real SEM images, one410

without mechanical deformation and the other taken from a uni-axial tensile test. The411

images taken revealed scan line shift artifacts up to 5 pixels amplitude. In both cases, all412

shifts are eliminated accurately. The LDIC maps of the images before and after removal413

of the shifts emphasize the need for the proposed elimination method and pinpoint the414

efficiency of the method. The proposed method relies on minimal data acquisition for415

artifact detection and removal. The adopted deterministic regularization for this type of416

artifact results in a high robustness, applied to extreme cases of line shift artifacts (high417

amplitude of shifts). The newly proposed extended GDIC general framework based on418

nonlinear mapping functions for the artifacts can be extended to deal with other types419

of artifact as well, e.g. drift and spatial distortion, which will be discussed in future420

publications.421
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